counted his cosmological constant as his biggest blunder. ORaifeartaigh and Mitton have recently 1 summarized the available evidence and conclude that "We also find it quite plausible that Einstein made such a statement to Gamow in particular." In any case, we now know his hypothesized cosmological constant to be correct 2, 3 . Virginia
Trimble has argued that his lifelong rejection of quantum mechanics, an interesting sidestory in the evolution of 20 th century physics, is a candidate. None of these introduced difficulties in how our physics is done today.
It can be argued that his biggest actual mistake, one that affects many subfields in physics and chemistry and bewilders students today, occurred in his classic paper that first derived his A and B coefficients from considerations of the blackbody law and statistical equilibrium 4 . The Einstein A is the rate of spontaneous emission of photons as an electron moves from an upper to lower energy level and is universally called his transition probability. Energy is conserved during the transition, so the photon energy is equal to the difference in energies between the two levels. Although electronic transitions produce most of the optical / UV / X-ray line emission, other transitions are possible.
These include changes in the rotation or vibration of a molecular or the nuclear spin of an atom. The Einstein A applies in all of these cases, so the idea has very broad applicability.
In statistics, a probability is a dimensionless number between 0 and 1. Einstein's A has dimensions s −1 and ranges between, for example, ∼ 3 × 10 −15 s −1 for the H I 21 cm line in the radio to ∼ 3 × 10 14 s −1 for the Fe XXVI Kα line in the X-ray. Einstein's A 1 is clearly not a probability.
In his original 1917 paper, Einstein introduced his A as follows:
Die Wahrscheinlichkeit dW dafut, dass dies im Zeitelement dt wirklich stat-
wobei A n m eine fur die betrachtete Indexkombination charakteristische Konstante bedeutet.
which can be translated as:
Let the probability dW for this to happen during the time interval dt, be
where A n m is a constant characterizing the index combination under consideration.
The German word "Wahrscheinlichkeit" unambiguously translates to the English "probability".
The source of the confusion is the definition of dW . If dW were really the probability over a time interval dt, then A would be the probability per unit time, what we now call the "transition probability". Actually, dW is the number of photons emitted over the time dt. The A is actually the rate photons are emitted, the Einstein transition rate.
The term transition "probability" creates considerable confusion for students of astrophysical spectroscopy. Consider the quantities that enter into the description of how matter emits (section 3.5 of this 5 text). Collisions can cause transitions within a two-level atom with upper and lower levels u and l. At the most basic level, collisions between u and l are described in terms of a quantum-mechanical cross section σ (cm 2 ) which depends on the velocity u (cm s −1 ) of the colliding particle. This cross section is integrated over a velocity distribution, usually Maxwellian, to obtain a rate coefficient q ul with the strange units cm 3 s −1 . The rate of collisional transitions c ul is c ul = q ul n (s −1 ) where n is the density of colliders (cm −3 ). The total rate that electrons move from u to l is then r ul = q ul n + A ul . Knowledgeable students who understand dimensional analysis are bewildered by the concept of adding a rate and a probability.
Although the term "transition probability" is an established part of the field 6 , the only part of quantitative spectroscopy which employs something like a probability involves many-level systems. The branching ratio from a level u is defined as R ul = A ul / k<u A uk . This is the probability that level u will decay by the route u → l, is dimensionless, and ranges between 0 and 1.
A is Einstein's transition rate.
